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Seaofpeople

SWAPO rocks in Oshakati. President thrilled by huge crowd

Oshakati Stadium filled to capacity. All photos by Levi Upula

Govt rolls out
cars for
traditional leaders
By Anna Nakambale
The SWAPO Party government has given brand new double cab
Toyota Hiluxes, four by four, to all 49 recognized traditional authorities throughout the country to help them carry out their traditional responsibilities in administering the affairs of their communiCont on page 2
ties.

SPYL, NUNW
rap hibernators
By Elijah Ngurare and Evalistus Kaaronda

Cont on page 5

By Levi Upula
Tens of thousands of SWAPO Party members and supporters in
Oshana Region flexed their muscles last weekend and demonstrated that Oshakati Soccer Stadium should be two times bigger
if it wanted to accommodate them all.
This was the largest rally ever the achievements made by the
held by SWAPO Party since the SWAPO Party government since
campaign started some weeks independence, saying that at inago. The crowd was so big that dependence many communities
even President Hifikepunye especially in rural areas had no
Pohamba, who was the main basic amenities such as potable
speaker, could not believe his water, healthcare, housing, eleceyes.
tricity, jobs and social security.
Some people had to go back
He said that the SWAPO Party
as they could not fit in the sta- government abolished bantu edudium. Even as people started cation, which was only meant to
singing the National Anthem to train people as a source of cheap
close the rally, hundreds of labour. SWAPO Party governpeople were still arriving.
ment abolished this and replaced
“I have never seen a huge it with a system that served the
crowd like this,” he remarked interest of the nation.
amid ululations and chanting of
“Our SWAPO Party governliberation slogans. “The last time ment has created the facilities for
I saw a huge crowd like this was the education of our children,”
in 1989. Viva SWAPO Party said President Pohamba. “We
Viva!
built hundreds of schools and ad“During the coming elections, ditional classrooms as well as
I urge you to vote for your future hostels across the country to acby voting for me as a presiden- commodate school children.
tial candidate and for the
“We have done this because
SWAPO Party. Let us march to- we recognized that our people
gether in unity towards a land- were deliberately left behind and
slide victory in November.”
Cont on page 2
President Pohamba chronicled

